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Abstract 

 

This study explores the impact of the balance sheet choices of failed bank on asset recovery rates during the Great 

Recession. We find asset recovery rates are lower for banks with higher exposure to real estate loans and regions with 

more volatile housing prices, while relying on brokered deposit. This suggests that asset recovery rates are lower as a 

consequence of banks’ choice to fund loans by brokered deposits, to pursue aggressive growth strategies via riskier 

loans lent in more volatile locations.  Finally, this research will shed valuable lights for policy makers in dealing with 

assets of failed banks. 
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I. Introduction 

Asset recovery rate is an important factor for credit investors. Simply put, credit spread is the product of default 

probability and loss given default, and loss given default (LGD) is directly related to recovery value of the asset and 

the seniority of the credit instrument. Even though asset recovery is as important a driver as default probability in 

credit valuation, the literature on asset recovery as it applies to banks is much smaller due in large part to a lack of 

data: bank defaults by themselves are rare, and defaults with asset recovery information have been more difficult to 

obtain.   

Recent bank failures and subsequent recoveries during the Great Recession; and data disclosure by the FDIC 

on the failed bank bidding information, along with of the collapse and subsequent recovery in property values (Sun et 

al., 2015), provides a unique opportunity to study bank asset recovery rates.  How much of the assets of those failed 

banks can be recovered, what drives asset recovery rates cross-sectionally? Utilizing a sample of more than 400 

commercial bank failures and market value based bidding information in the whole bank transactions and asset sales 

over the period 2008 to 2012, we  examine the determinants of the bank asset recovery, particularly by the influence 

of banks’ balance sheet choices:  both asset structure, in particular commercial real estate loans; and liability structure, 

in particular brokered deposits, both of which the existing empirical literature suggests are important determinants of 

bank failure during the Great Recession (Cole and White 2012; Antoniades 2020).  

Real estate loans represent a significant component of bank total assets.  In our sample, the average bank 

holds about 71.7% of assets in loans at the time of failure, most of which are real estate related loans:  real estate 

construction and development loans and 1-4 residential loans accounts for 20.4% and 24.6% of total loans, 

respectively. Likewise, non-core deposits represent a significant component of bank total liabilities. While core 

deposit accounts for 71.5% of total liability, in the recent decade, the fee-based funding sources such as brokered 

deposit have become increasingly important. For the average bank in our sample brokered deposits and jumbo deposit 

represent 10.5% and 15.0% of total liabilities, respectively. 

Around the downturn in real estate values during the Great Recession, we find asset recovery rates are lower 

for banks which rely more on funding through brokered deposits and exposure to real estate construction and 

development loans.  A doubling of the proportion of total deposits represented by brokered deposits leads to a 32% 
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decrease in deal-based recovery rates as a proportion of total assets.1 While a doubling of the proportion of total loans 

represented by real estate construction and development loans leads to a 24.2% decrease in deal based recovery rates 

as a proportion of total assets.2  Asset recovery rates are higher with the inclusion of a shared-loss agreement with the 

FDIC in the purchase and assumption agreement at the time of the sale of the failed bank, recovery rates as a proportion 

of total assets increase by 26.5%. 

When we separately examine the years of the Great Recession, 2008 and 2009, and the years following the 

recovery of property values, 2010 to 20123, we evidence a weakening of the relationship between asset recovery rates 

and the inclusion of shared-loss agreements.  Following the change to shared-loss agreements in 2010, where bidding 

institutions were required to share more of the losses, the existence of a shared-loss agreement increased failed bank 

recovery rates by only 18.1% when compared with the 42.3% increase observed prior to the change. 

Concurrently, we observe a strengthening of the relationship between asset type and asset recovery rates. 

While asset recovery rates are lower for failed banks with a higher percentage of total loans represented by real estate 

construction and development loans, the effect is insignificant in the period 2008 to 2009. However, following the 

change to shared-loss agreements in 2010, we observe a strengthening of the importance of asset type to asset recovery 

rates. A doubling of the proportion of total loans represented by real estate construction and development loans leads 

to an 18.1% decrease in deal based recovery rates as a proportion of total assets. 

 Our paper extends the existing literature on the determinants of failure resolution costs (McDill 2004; 

Schaeck 2008; Bennet and Unal 2015) and the role of acquiring banks (Granja et al 2017). The closest study to ours 

is Granja et al. (2017) which studied the allocation of failed banks during the Great Recession. Their study documents 

that failed banks are predominantly sold to local banks, with similar assets structures, in particular, when these banks 

 
1 These findings reinforce the prior literature on the importance of brokered deposits to asset recovery rates (Schaeck 

2008). 

2 These findings are in contrast to McDill (2004) who finds no support for exposure to construction and development 

loans influencing asset recovery rates. However, we focus on the period surrounding a downturn in real estate values, 

outside of these downturns we do not expect to observe a relationship between loan type and asset recovery rates. 

3 Existing empirical evidence (Sun et al 2015) finds that by January 2009 the NAREIT Unlevered All Equity Index 

fell by 85% and then recovery 80% of their previous value by December 2010. 
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are well capitalized. However, when potential local bidders with similar assets structures are financially constrained, 

in particular, the holding of real estate loans, failed banks are acquired by less similar non-local banks at a lower 

valuation. It follows that in their study, the channel by which the asset structures of failed banks influence asset 

recovery rates is via the asset similarity and financial constraint of potential local bidders and the substitution of less 

informed non-local bidders.  We propose an alternative channel by which the asset and liability structures of failed 

banks influence asset recovery rates, namely, the balance sheet choices of failed bank – funding source and loan 

portfolio composition. For example, the choice to raise funding via brokered deposits and the choice to increase the 

proportion of real estate loans within the bank’s loan portfolio. Within the context of these alternative channels, it is 

important to identify the extent to which our results are driven by the balance sheet choices of failed bank or by the 

willingness and ability of potential acquirers to purchase failed banks, as per, Granja et al. (2017).  We find support 

for the link between choice of banks to fund via brokered deposits and the pursuit of aggressive growth strategies via 

both riskier real estate loans, including, construction and development loans, and an increased exposure to regions 

with more volatile housing prices.  The fraction of total assets represented by both construction and development loans, 

and high-risk loans increase up to 10 quarters prior to failure.  In addition to investing in risky asset, banks raising 

fund through brokered deposits might engage in inefficient diversification into locations with more volatile housing 

prices.  We find that asset recovery rates are lower the greater the bank’s presence in areas with more volatile housing 

prices.  This suggests that the risky investment strategies adopted by failed banks raising fund through brokered 

deposits included both the provision of risky real estate loans, and an increased exposure to regions with more volatile 

housing prices. 

Our paper is also related to the substantial literature examining determinants of bank failure, which suggests 

that recent bank failures may be attributed to real estate risk exposure and the use of brokered deposits (Aubuchon 

and Wheelock 2010; Cole and White 2012; Antoniades 2020). 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews prior research.  Section 3 discusses the sample and 

introduces the set of bank-level variables that we conjecture influence asset recover rates. Section 4 presents our 

results. Section 5 draws some conclusions. 

 

II. Literature Review 
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We draw upon two parallel strands of the literature; first, that which explores asset recovery rates in the financial 

sector; and second, the large body of literature exploring the determinants of the bank failures.  

While the literature on corporate bond recovery rates is both long and extensive,4 research on the asset 

recovery in the financial sector is much sparser.  One of the earliest studies of bank asset recovery (James 1991) uses 

FDIC loss rate, measured as the difference between the book value of assets and the recovery value net of the direct 

expenses associated with the failure. James found that the loss on bank assets is approximately 30 percent, based on a 

sample of 412 bank failures from 1985 to 1988.  Within this sample, asset quality, book value of equity, and core 

deposits are shown to be related to FDIC loss rates.5 

More recent empirical evidence finds that FDIC resolution costs are positively associated with the level of 

brokered deposits and asset quality (Schaeck 2008); loan quality (Bennet and Unal 2015); asset growth rates, the 

percentage of total assets represented by loans and leases, and economic booms and busts (McDill 2004); and the 

percentage of loans made as commercial and industrial loans (McDill 2004; Schaeck 2008). However, McDill (2004) 

finds no support for the proportion of total loans represented by construction and development loans or 1-4 family 

mortgage loans influencing FDIC resolution cost (McDill 2004). 

These studies are based on failed banks occurred prior to the Great Recessions, and usually rely on the FDIC 

loss rate measure, a convenient choice due to the availably of the data. However, as pointed out by James (1991) we 

need to be careful in interpretating evidence based on this measure as: “The loss on assets and the loss to the insurance 

fund differ because a portion of the loss is borne by bank shareholders and uninsured depositors (in the case of 

payoffs). In this paper, we address this concern through the use of bid information in receivership whole-bank 

transactions and assets sales taking place to estimate bank asset recovery rates. 

Granja et al. (2017) uses bid information to study the allocation of failed banks, focusing on the impact of 

bidders’ features.  They document that failed banks are predominantly sold to the bidders who are best able to value 

the assets of the failed banks, namely, local banks with similar proportions of real estate loans.  When these local 

 
4 For a review of this literature see Altman et al (2004) and Altman et al (2005). 

5 Other studies which investigate the effect asset structure and loan quality on the FDIC loss rates, include Bovenzi 

and Murton (1988); Brown and Epstein (1992) and Osterberg and Thompson (1995). More recently, Cole and White 

(2017) examined the impact regulatory delay on the cost of bank closure and by inference asset recovery rates. 
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bidders have also suffered losses on their portfolio, they are capital constrained and unable to bid at the fundamental 

value of the failed banks’ assets. In this circumstance, failed banks are acquired by less similar non-local banks and 

the premia for the assets of failed banks is lower. Hence, the negative association between asset recovery rates and 

exposure to real estate construction, where the asset structures of failed banks influence asset recovery rates is via the 

asset similarity and financial constraint of potential local bidders and the substitution of less informed non-local 

bidders. 

In parallel, an extensive literature has developed which examines the determinants of bank failure during the 

Great Recession. 6 We are curious to know whether the factors identified as contributing to bank failure are also 

associated with the determination of bank asset recovery rates. A number of studies find that real estate risk exposure 

contributes recent bank failures. Cole and White (2012), USGAO (2013) and Antoniades (2020) find that failed banks 

had significantly higher concentration of construction and development loans, lower concentrations of residential 

mortgages during the Great Recession and higher concentration in regions that experienced the most serious distress 

in real estate markets and the largest declines in the economic activities (Aubuchon and Wheelock 2010).  Studies 

also report that funding sources, such as, brokered deposits contributes to the bank failure rate during the Great 

Recession (Cole and Whit 2012; USGAO 2013).  

  

III. Data and Variables 

There has been limited data availability on the commercial bank failure necessary to calculate bank asset recovery. 

Bank failures during the Great Recession have attracted public interest, on November 12, 2009, the FDIC Board of 

Directors commenced disclosing bid information in receivership whole-bank transactions and assets sales taking place 

subsequent to May 2009.7 The availability of this data provides an opportunity to examine the asset recovery in the 

failed banks utilizing market based valuation rather than estimated losses of bank assets. In the past, as we noted, 

studies examining bank asset loss rates, predominately relied on the bank failure resolution cost estimated by FDIC. 

 
6 For a review of this literature see Demyanyk and Hasan (2009) and De Young and Torna (2013). 

7 Based on assisted deals in failed bank transaction, prior to 2008, only about 8% of the deals have bidding information, 

such as assets sold:  https://www.fdic.gov/about/freedom/biddocs.html 
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We collect detailed bidding data for failed banks from SNL Financial (SNL), including the value of assets 

sold, premium and discount information on the deal, purchase method, and loss share provision.  Bank financial data 

is obtained from bank quarterly Call Reports as disclosed on SNL. 

To explore banks’ diversification strategy and exposure to the regions with volatile housing risk, we use bank 

branch database Summary of Deposits (SOD) to compute Herfindahl’s index measure.  The FHFA House Price Index 

(HPI) is also used to identify states with volatile housing prices. HPI is a broad measure of the movement of single-

family house prices.   

Our analysis covers the period 2008 to 2012.  After merging bank asset recovery data with bank financial 

data from call reports, the final sample consists of 415 failed banks.8   

Our variable of interest is an asset recovery rate based on the best bidding price offered from the current 

market, Recovery Rate Deal, measured as the sum of the dollar amount of assets sold to the acquiring bank plus the 

premium paid by the acquiring bank less the amount of discount on assets assumed divided total assets two quarter 

prior to the bank failure. 9   

 

A. Bank-level Characteristics  

Consistent with the existing literature (McDill 2004; Schaeck 2008; Bennet and Unal 2015), we include a set of bank-

level variables that capture factors that are known to affect asset recovery rates. Unless specified otherwise variables 

are measured two quarter prior to failure. We define Size as the natural logarithm of total bank assets.  We define Asset 

Growth as the average of the quarterly asset growth rate from the fourth to the second year prior to the failure, High 

Growth as an indicator variable equal to one when Asset Growth is above the sample median.  We define Equity 

Capital: measured as total bank equity at the time of failure over total bank assets,10 High Equity as an indicator 

 
8 Given its large size relative to the remaining sample, we exclude Washington Mutual (WaMu) from our sample due 

to concerns with respect to its potential influence on the remaining sample. 

9 We used accounting data two quarters prior to the failure rather than one quarter prior, as reported total assets tend 

to be adjusted downward closer to failure as more assets are identified as bad. 

10 Total equity is one of the CAMELS variable. The existing literature suggests that this variable is associated with 

the probability of bank failure. 
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variable equal to one when Equity Capital is above the sample median.  We define Loans as gross bank loan over total 

bank assets. In addition to cash, securities and federal funds purchases, the remaining bank assets are mostly loans, 

which are generally riskier than cash or federal funds. We define Income Not Collected as income earned but not 

collected over total bank loans, Non-Performing Assets as non-performing assets over non-accrual loans plus other 

real estate owned and loans 90 days past due, Non-Accrual Loans as non-accrual loans over total bank loans, Past Due 

90 Days as loans 90 days past due over total bank loans. We make use of this measure to estimate asset quality, Other 

Real Estate Owned as other real estate owned over total bank assets, Diversification as an indicator variable equal to 

one when a bank’s Herfindahl Index decreases (becomes more diversified) from quarter twenty prior to its failure or 

the quarter the bank is established till the quarter of failure. Herfindahl Index is calculated by a bank’s branch deposit 

data across different states, and Housing Exposure as an indicator variable equal to one when a bank increased its 

presence as shown by its branch deposit data in top 15 states with the most volatile housing price over from quarter 

twenty prior to its failure or the quarter the bank is established till the quarter of failure. 

 

B. Liability Structure 

Liability structure and funding sources plays an important role in ensuring bank liquidity and solvency, where total 

deposits is composed of core, jumbo, brokered and foreign deposits. 

While core-deposit are the main funding source for banks, it typically relies heavily on the local community. 

Technology-lead innovations have allowed non-core deposit to grow quickly over the last two decades, including 

jumbo and brokered deposits, where brokered deposits are the capital raised through brokerage services rather than 

from local customers.  USGAO (2013) finds that brokered deposits of failed banks had grown quickly from 2001 to 

2008 and is one of the factors to lead to bank failures. We will examine if funding relying on brokered deposits also 

affects failed assets recovery.  We make use of both Brokered Deposit and Jumbo Deposit, each measured over total 

bank deposits as at two quarter prior to failure, in our analysis, omitting core-deposits to avoid collinearity. 

 

C. Loan Portfolio   

We next consider the composition of the bank’s loan portfolio. The type of loans issued by banks can be generally 

grouped into two categories: real estate loan and non-real estate loan.  Existing literature (Aubuchon and Wheelock, 
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2010; Antoniades, 2020) shows that real estate loans represent a significant component of the loan portfolio of 

commercial banks.  Typically, real estate loan composition can be broken down into construction and development 

loan, 1-4 residential loans, multi-family loans and commercial real estate loans, where 1-4 residential and commercial 

real estate loans represent the largest components of total real estate loans (Aubuchon and Wheelock 2010; Antoniades 

2020).  Non-real estate loans include commercial and industrial loans, agriculture loans, consumer loans, credit card 

loans, leases, state and political loans. 

For our sample period (2008 to 2012) we observe a large increase in the percentage of non-performing loans 

for both construction and other commercial real estate loans, with the variation in the percentage of non-performing 

loans being largest for construction loans. Finally, the empirical literature finds that exposure to real estate loans is an 

important determinant of bank failure during our sample period (Cole and White 2012; USGAO 2013; Antoniades 

2020). For these reasons we include Construction and Development Loans, Residential Loans, and Multi-Family 

Loans, each measured over total loans as at two quarter prior to failure, in our analysis, omitting commercial real 

estate loan to avoid collinearity.  In addition, we include Commercial and Industrial Loans measured over total bank 

loans, as at two quarter prior to failure. 

 

D. Shared-loss Agreement 

To minimize resolution costs and speed up failed bank asset recovery, shared-loss agreements maybe included in the 

Purchase and Assumption agreements by FDIC in failed bank resolution process. Under shared-loss agreement, FDIC 

and assuming institutions share losses on specified assets.   

 Shared-loss agreements were quite common during our sample period, and the implementation of shared-

loss agreements whereby deal based recovery values are based on the estimated future loss, given current market 

condition at the time of sale, implies that asset recovery rates estimated as deal based recovery rates will be higher 

(FDIC 2017).  67 percent of the purchase and assumption agreements we consider include shared-loss arrangements. 

Further, over our sample period, the assets under shared-loss agreements were dominated by real estate loans, in 

particular construction and development loans which constituted 45% of all assets under shared-loss agreements 

(FDIC 2017 p 220). For these reasons we include a shared-loss agreement indicator variable that takes a value of one 

when the purchase and assumption agreement includes a shared-loss agreement with the FDIC at the time of the sale 

of the failed bank, Shared-Loss. 
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 It should be noted that the structure of shared-loss agreement changed during our sample period.  Prior to 

the change on March 26, 2010 the FDIC absorbed 80 percent of the loss up to the first tranche threshold amount and 

95 percent of the loss after that.  After the change, the first tranche threshold amount for loss-sharing was eliminated, 

bidding institutions need to specify the first tranches to be absorbed by themselves before they initiate shared-loss 

process. The 95/5 loss share basis were removed completely, and replaced by the 80/20 percent of the loss share. The 

changes sought to induce bidding institutions to share more of the recovery costs.  The impact of the changes on the 

positive effect of shared-loss agreement on cost-based recovery measures is ambiguous. On the one hand, the changes 

may potentially weaken the positive effect of shared-loss agreements on bidding for failed bank assets; while on the 

other hand, the changes will lower the cost share held by FDIC and hence, have a positive effect on cost-based recovery 

measures.  

  

IV. Empirical Results 

A. Summary Statistics 

Table 1 reports summary statistics for the bank-level variables as defined in Section 3. The mean asset recovery rate 

over the sample period is 72% of total assets. 

[Table 1 about here] 

The total assets of the average bank in our sample is $837.3 million, while the median is $227.6million, 

indicating that there is a significant proportion of small bank in our sample.11 The book value of total bank equity at 

the time of failure was 3.0% of total assets, typical for failing banks.  Further, we find that 68% of purchase and 

assumption agreement includes a shared-loss agreement with the FDIC at the time of the sale of the failed bank. 

 Turning to the loan portfolio, the average bank in our sample holds about 71.8% of assets in loans at the 

time of failure and non-performing assets representing 21.3% of total assets. The majority of loans are real estate 

related, with commercial real estate loans representing 33.7% of total loans, construction and development loans and 

1-4 residential loans accounting for 21.3 % and 25.0%, respectively. While multi-family loans accounting for only 

 
11 As noted in Section 3, we exclude Washington Mutual, Inc. from our sample due to its large size relative to the 

remaining sample. Total assets were $327.9 billion at the time of failure, 10 times as big as the largest of the bank in 

the remaining sample. 
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4.2% of total loans.  With respect to non-real estate loans, commercial and industrial loans accounting for 11.4% of 

total loans.  

Most banks rely on core deposits as their main funding source.  Core deposit accounts for 71.3% of total 

liability. However, in the recent decade, fee based funding sources, such as, brokered deposits have grown as a source 

of funding.  For the average bank in our sample brokered deposits represent 10.5% of total liabilities, with jumbo 

deposits accounting for 15.1%. 

2008 represented the start of the financial crisis, and in our sample there are total of 21 bank failures in that 

year.  More banks failed between 2009 and 2011, with 112, 141, and 90 bank failures, respectively. The pace had 

slowed down by 2012 with total of 45 bank failures in that year.   Asset recovery rates appear to be relatively low in 

2008, the mean is 28.3% of total assets. One possibility is that the credit market was constrained at that time, due in 

part to the peer effects associated with asset fire sales as the rest of financial sector was also suffering and did not have 

the capacity to absorb the assets from failed banks (Shleifer and Vishny 1992).   By 2009, with the intervention from 

the government, it seems that the financial market and FDIC has adjusted and are more prepared to deal with resolving 

bank failure.  Asset recovery rates rise to 66.9% in 2009, reach 77.9%, 76.9% and 75.8% in 2010, 2011 and 2012, 

respectively. While a number of big banks failed in 2008, where the mean value of the total assets of failed banks was 

$3.01 billion, this is not representative of the full sample where smaller banks appear to dominate.  The total assets of 

failed banks drop to $1.27 billion in 2009, $643.1million in 2010, $397.2 million in 2011 and further down to 

$240.3million in 2012. 

 

B. Univariate Analysis 

To gain a basic understanding of which bank-level variables influence asset recovery rates, we compute the Pearson 

correlation coefficients for pairs of alternative asset recovery measure and independent variables. The results, reported 

in Table 2, suggest that the loan portfolio and liability structure potentially influence asset recovery rates. 

In particular, lower asset recovery rates are associated with a higher percentage of total loans represented by 

real estate construction and development loans; and a higher percentage of total deposits represented by brokered 

deposits. Conversely, asset recovery rates are higher when the purchase and assumption agreement includes a shared-

loss agreement with the FDIC at the time of the sale of the failed bank; and a higher percentage of total deposits 
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represented by core deposits. Further, a higher percentage of total assets represented by equity capital at the time of 

failure and higher asset growth are associated with lower asset recovery rates. 

Exploring the relationship between bank liabilities and loan portfolios, we find that higher core deposits are 

associated with a higher percentage of total loans represented by 1-4 residential loans, but a lower percentage of real 

estate construction and development loans. The reverse relationship holds for brokered deposits. 

To investigate whether these variables are likely to be subject to collinearity problems in our later regression 

analysis, we examine the correlations between the independent variables that are used in our analysis. From Table 2, 

we see that most variables are not highly correlated with each other, with some notable exceptions. In particular, the 

correlation between non-performing assets and non-accrual loans is 75%; and the correlation between core deposits 

and brokered (jumbo) deposits is -74% (-62%). 

[Table 2 about here] 

 

C. The Determinants of Bank Asset Recovery Rates 

Our univariate analysis in the last section revealed that lower asset recovery rates are associated with a higher 

percentage of total loans represented by real estate construction and development loans and a higher percentage of 

total deposits represented by brokered deposits. 

This section presents regressions that estimate the influence of bank-level loan portfolio and liability structure 

variables on asset recovery rates, as defined in Section 3. Our regressions include, bank-level control variables as 

defined in Section 3.1, and year fixed effects. We include year fixed effects to capture the time dependent macro-

economic difference, for example, the different stages of the Great Recession, and the degree of credit tightness in the 

capital market.   

Table 3 presents the results of our regressions. The dependent variable is Recovery Rate Deal. We report 

separate regressions for the full sample (columns 1 and 2), together with the two sub-samples, 2008 to 2009 (columns 

3 and 4) and 2010 to 2012 (columns 5 and 6).  Further, in columns (1), (3) and (5) non-performing assets is included 

while in columns (2), (4) and (6)  the individual  components of non-performing assets are used: non-accrual loans, 

other real estate owned and loans 90 days past due are included. 

[Table 3 about here] 
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1. Bank Asset Recovery: First Look 

The key results emerging from columns (1) and (2) of Table 3 are that funding through brokered deposits, real estate 

loan exposure in the construction and development sector, asset quality and the existence of a shared-loss agreement 

significantly influence asset recovery rates, irrespective of how it is measured.   

Specifically, we see from Column (1) that a doubling of the proportion of total deposits represented by 

brokered deposits leads to a 32% decrease in deal based recovery rates as a proportion of total assets. While a doubling 

of the proportion of total loans represented by real estate construction and development loans leads to a 24.2% decrease 

in deal based recovery rates as a proportion of total assets. Similarly, a doubling of the proportion of total assets 

represented by non-performing assets leads to a 15.4% decrease in deal based recovery rates as a proportion of total 

assets.  Conversely, with the inclusion of a shared-loss agreement in the purchase and assumption agreement deal 

recovery rates as a proportion of total assets increase by 26.5%. 

This result is consistent with Granja et al (2017) find a significant and positive relationship between exposure 

to real estate loans - construction and development loans or 1-4 family mortgage loans - and asset recovery rates.12  

However, this result contrasts with an earlier study by McDill (2004) who did not find a significant relationship 

between exposure to real estate loans - construction and development loans or 1-4 family mortgage loans - and asset 

recovery rates.  This difference arises due to differences in both the sample period and the use of fee based funding 

sources. The McDill sample is mainly smaller banks over a “non-crash” period from 1984 to 2002. 

When examining the influence of other bank characteristics on asset recovery rates, only non-performing 

assets and its individual components – non-accrual loans and other real estate owned – as a percentage of total bank 

assets are significant, being negatively related to bank asset recovery rates. This is consistent with prior literature such 

as James (1991) that asset quality influences recovery rates. 

 

2. Asset Recovery: 2008-2009 vs. 2010-2012 

While it is well known in the literature that liquidated asset are significantly underpriced during “fire sales” in 

recessions (Shleifer and Vishny 1992), it is also reported that real estate property value quickly rebounded in 2010 
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after experiencing a crash in value during the financial crisis of 200813.  We want to explore whether the observed 

relationship between bank asset recovery rates, brokered deposits and the exposure to real estate loans persist beyond 

the financial crisis. To test this effect, we estimate our regression equations in two sub-samples, namely, the crisis 

period of 2008 to 2009 encompassing the decline in property values and the period following the recovery of property 

values, 2010 to 2012. Further, changes to the structure of shared-loss agreement changes on March 26 2010 provide 

additional motivation for us to examine the two sub-samples, 2008 to 2009 and 2010 to 2012. 

Table 3 columns (3) through (6) show the results for the two sub-samples, 2008 to 2009 and 2010 to 2012, 

respectively.  As shown at the bottom of Table 3, the joint F tests of the chow test on the equality of sub-samples was 

rejected, confirming the relationship on the bank asset recovery may have changed from 2008-2009 to 2010-2012.  

Focusing on our variable of interest, Recovery Rate Deal, we find that asset recovery rates in both sub-

samples are lower for failed banks with a higher percentage of total deposits represented by brokered deposits and 

higher when the purchase and assumption agreement includes a shared-loss agreement with the FDIC. During the 

downturn the existence of a shared-loss agreement increased failed bank deal based recovery rates by 42.3%. 

Following the change to shared-loss agreements in 2010, where bidding institutions were required to share more of 

the losses, the importance of shared-loss agreements to asset recovery rates declined. The existence of a shared-loss 

agreement increased failed bank deal based recovery rates by only 18.1% during the period, 2010-2012. 

While we find that asset recovery rates are lower for failed banks with a higher percentage of total loans 

represented by real estate construction and development loans, the effect is insignificant in the period 2008 to 2009. 

We re-estimate columns 3 and 4 without the inclusion of the shared-loss agreement variable. All real estate loans - 

construction and development loans, residential loans and multi-family loans - are negatively and significantly 

associated with deal based recovery rates.  The shared-loss guarantee by the FDIC reduced concerns regarding the 

recovery rates in all risky real estate loans over 2008-2009, the peak of the Great Recession, featuring a tight credit 

market crowded with large failed banks.14  

 
13 Existing empirical evidence (Sun et al 2015) finds that by January 2009 the NAREIT Unlevered All Equity Index 

fell by 85% and then recovery 80% of their previous value by December 2010. 

14 Results for these regressions are available on request. 
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Changes to shared-loss agreements in 2010 lowered the cost share held by FDIC, leading to an increase in 

the importance of the mix of loans to asset recovery rates. Following this we find that construction and development 

loans significantly effect asset recovery rates during the 2010 to 2012 sub-sample.  A doubling of the proportion of 

total loans represented by real estate construction and development loans leads to an 18.1% decrease in deal based 

recovery rates as a proportion of total assets. 

In summary, we find that asset recovery rates are lower for banks holding more real estate construction and 

development loans and relying more on brokered deposits.  We also see shared-loss agreement being prevalent and 

associated with higher asset recovery rates. Finally, we find that the level of real estate construction and development 

loans influencing deal-based asset recovery rates, but only during the period following the downturn in property values, 

where higher levels real estate construction and development loans are associated with lower asset recovery rates and 

the role played by shared-loss agreements is weaker.  

It remains to identify the channel by which the asset structures of failed banks influence asset recovery rates.  

Is it as documented by Granja et al (2017) via the asset similarity and financial constraint of potential bidders?  We 

propose an alternative channel via the balance sheet choices of failed bank, namely, funding source - funding through 

brokered deposits and loan portfolio composition - investing in risky assets and asset sales. Within the context of these 

alternative channels, it is important to identify the extent to which our results are driven by the balance sheet choices 

of failed bank or by the willingness and ability of potential acquirers to purchase failed banks, as per, Granja et al 

(2017).   

 

3. Bank Asset Recovery: Bank Balance Sheet Choices  

One of our key results from Table 3 is that banks relying more on brokered deposits hold assets of poorer quality at 

the time of failure, and as a consequence, we observe lower asset recovery rates.15 

What is the mechanism through which the bank’s choice to fund via brokered deposits impacts asset recovery 

rates?  Capital raised through brokered deposits could serve as a double-edged sword for banks.  Banks funding loans 

by brokered deposits have an incentive to pursue aggressive growth strategies via riskier real estate loans, including, 

 
15 Consistent with this Antoniades (2015) finds that the portfolios of banks that failed during the Great Recession 

were skewed more towards poorly performing, low quality assets. than were survivor banks. 
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construction and development loans, the higher rates required by brokered deposits are more likely to induce bank to 

take greater risk so as to net the same return on the bank’s assets.16 Alternatively, when liquidity dries up as it did in 

the Great Recession or more generally, when capital reserves falls below the required threshold, banks lose their ability 

to raise fund through brokered deposits (Schaeck 2008).  Under these circumstances, banks unable to attract new funds 

either fail or sell assets, typically the highest-quality, most-marketable assets. 

If fee-based funding such as brokered deposits induce banks to purse investment in riskier real estate loans, 

banks with ample core deposits do not have the same pressure due to relatively cheaper capital cost. We predict banks 

with more core deposits hold loans that are safer and of better quality at the time of failure.  To better understand the 

impact of brokered deposits on loan structure, and subsequently, on asset recovery rate, we examine the effect of core 

deposits on asset recovery rates directly.  In unreported regressions, we replace brokered deposits with core deposits. 

We find that a higher percentage of total deposits represented by core deposits is associated with higher asset recovery 

rates.  This result is consistent with the relationship between asset recovery rates and brokered deposits and 

construction and development loans being driven by risk, banks funding loans by brokered deposits skew loans 

towards riskier real estate construction and development loans. 

We now turn to the question of the impact of banks losing their ability to raise fund through brokered deposits 

on asset recovery rates.  We conjecture that with a decline in assets values, the inability to raise fund through brokered 

deposits will lead to a decline in the bank deposits, banks unable to attract new funds will sell assets, implying a 

decline in total loans.  To explore this possibility, we begin by examining the growth rate for total asset, total loan and 

total deposits over the full sample period.   Figure I plots the growth rates for total asset, total loan and total deposits 

for failed banks from 20 quarters prior to failure up the failure quarter. 

[Figure I about here] 

 
16 The USGAO (2013) report on bank failure over the period 2007 to 2011 noted failed smaller and medium size 

banks pursued aggressive growth strategies via real estate construction and development loans funded using 

brokered deposits, a riskier funding source than core deposits, while the FDIC study in 2011 on core and brokered 

deposits reports that a number of bank failures occurred during the Great Recession where there were concentrations 

in loans funded by brokered deposits. 
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 From Figure I we see that the total asset, total loan and total deposits of failed banks start to experience 

negative growth rates from five quarters prior to failure. While this result is consistent with banks losing their ability 

to raise fund through brokered deposits selling assets, thereby, impacting asset recovery rates, it is also consistent with 

the risk story that more non-performing assets are written off, reducing both loan and assets amounts. Therefore, we 

need to investigate whether banks unable to attract new funds sell the highest-quality, most-marketable assets. 

Figure II plots real estate construction and development loans, commercial real estate loans, total real estate 

loans, high-risk loans and non-performing assets all over total assets, for failed banks from 20 quarters prior to failure 

up the failure quarter. 

[Figure II about here] 

We observe an initial increase in both construction and development loans, and high risk loans at a fraction 

of total assets up to 10 quarters prior to failure, which is consistent with banks funding loans by brokered deposits 

skew loans towards riskier real estate loans.  However, from 10 quarters prior to failure we observe a decline in both 

construction and development loans and high risk loans associated with an increase in non-performing assets.  When 

combined with the decline in total asset, total loan and total deposits of failed banks observed in Figure I, it appears 

that banks are reducing their holdings of both construction and development loans, and high risk loans reclassifying 

them as non-performing assets, rather than selling highest-quality, marketable assets in response to a decline in 

deposits.   

Overall, the evidence is consistent with fee-based funding such as brokered deposits inducing banks to purse 

investment in riskier real estate loans, resulting in more non-performing assets being written off, reducing both loan 

and assets amounts, rather than the bank selling highest-quality, marketable assets to fund investments when 

constrained by the inability to raise new financing through brokered deposits. 

In addition to investing in risky asset, such as, real estate construction and development loans, banks raising 

fund through brokered deposits might engage in inefficient diversification strategy, revealing itself in the bank having 

a less diversified branch structure or being more diversified into high risk regions, including locations with more 

volatile housing prices.  To address this issue we include a housing price exposure indicator variable that takes a value 

of one when a bank increases its presence in areas with more volatile housing prices, where housing price data is based 

on all available housing index data, and top 10 states with most volatile housing prices are used, Housing Exposure. 
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We also include a geographical diversification indicator variable that takes a value of one when a bank becomes 

geographically more diversified, as shown by bank's branch data, measured as a Herfindel index, Diversification.   

Table 4 presents the results of our regressions, where the dependent variable is Recovery Rate Deal. Again, 

our regressions include, bank-level control variables and year fixed effects. Columns (1) and (3) include the indicator 

variables, Diversification and Housing Exposure. In columns (2) and (4), in addition to the two indicator variables, 

we interact the indicator variables with Brokered Deposit, brokered deposit over total bank deposits.   

If we conjecture banks raising fund through brokered deposits might choice a less diversified branch structure 

or to be more diversified into locations with more volatile housing prices, it follows that higher reliance on brokered 

deposits will result in lower asset recovery rates when a bank chooses to increase its presence in areas with more 

volatile housing prices or less branch diversification. 

[Table 4 about here] 

 In addition to our previous findings of the effect of brokered deposits, real estate construction and 

development loans and shared-loss agreements on recovery rate, we find asset recovery rates are lower when the bank 

increases its presence in areas with more volatile housing prices (Column 1).  An increase in the bank’s presence in 

areas with more volatile housing prices leads to a 7.2% decrease in asset recovery rates.   We also find that concurrent 

with a bank’s increased presence in areas with more volatile housing prices, asset recovery rates are lower the greater 

the percentage of brokered deposit within total bank deposits (Column 2).  However, we find that bank asset recovery 

rates are unaffected by the extent geographical diversification in the bank’s branch structure (Column 3). 

These results suggest that the risky investment strategies adopted by failed banks included both the provision 

of risky real estate loans, including construction and development loans, and an increased exposure to regions with 

more volatile housing prices. 

 

D. Robustness Tests 

Having found support for bank-level loan portfolio and liability structures influencing bank asset recovery rates, we 

conduct various robustness check of our main findings. 

 

1. Size and Age 
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In examining the cause and effect aspects of various bank behaviors, the existing literature17 has studied differences 

in bank behavior across different size groups, arguing that due to unobservable variables the relationships being 

investigated may differ by bank size. The same issue is of concern when considering the relationship between both 

bank-level loan portfolio and liability structures; and asset recovery rates. We follow Cole and White (2012) and 

Antoniades (2020) and use $300 million as the cutoff point in dividing the sample into small and large banks. Using 

this criteria, 58.9% of the banks in our sample belongs to the small bank subsample, while the remaining 41.1% 

belongs to the big bank subsample.  

Table 5 column (1) and (2) report the determinants of failed bank asset recovery by big and small banks. The 

results show that construction and development loans, brokered deposits and shared-loss agreement affect bank asset 

recovery, regardless the bank size. The joint F test of the hypothesis that the small and big bank subsamples have the 

same regression coefficients is rejected though, indicating that the observed asset recovery rate relationship is in part 

driven by differences between big and small banks. Studies have documented that smaller banks experienced more 

growth in risky loans such as construction and development loans, compared to larger banks prior to failure18, as 

shown from Table 1, failed bank sample is characterized by the existence of extremely small banks. In addition, we 

also find our failed bank sample contains some young banks that were chartered right before house bubble in 2007, 

probably to take advantage of the fast growing construction and loan market.  The funding sources, risk management 

and performance of extremely small banks or very young banks could be different from large or matures banks.  

  We run robustness check to see our findings are not driven by a few banks with extreme characteristics. We 

re-examined the bank asset recovery with the exclusion of: (1) extremely small banks (banks with total assets below 

$50 million), (2)  newly created banks (established after 2005)  or (3) the exclusion of both extremely small and newly 

created banks.   The results are reported in Table 5 columns (3), (4) and (5) respectively. In all three sub-samples bank 

asset recovery rates are significantly influenced by the existence of construction and development loans, brokered 

deposits and a shared-loss agreement, confirming our findings are prevalent in banks with all size and all maturity.  

 
17 Examples of empirical studies that find differences between small and large banks include Allen and Saunders (1986) 

- accessing the federal funds market, Cole and White (2012) determinants of bank failure around the Great Recession, 

and Antoniades (2015) - exposure to the real estate sector and bank failure. 

18 As noted in USGAO (2013) .  
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2. Scaling 

It can be argued that the measurement of brokered deposits and construction and development loans 2 quarters prior 

to failure may be flawed, particularly if banks liquidate good assets in earlier quarters so as to fund the run-off of 

brokered deposits. We address this issue by scaling all variables as defined in Section 3 by accounting information 

reported four quarters prior to failure. We test whether the relationship between brokered deposits, construction and 

development loans, the existence of a shared-loss agreement and bank asset recovery rates holds under this alternative 

scaling scheme. 

 Table 5 presents the results of our robustness test scaling all variables as defined in Section 3 by accounting 

information reported four quarters prior to failure. The results reported are robust to the alternative scaling scheme 

(Column 6). 

 

3. Share-Loss Agreement Policy Change 

Table 3 reports a positive and significant relationship between asset recovery rates and the inclusions a shared-loss 

agreement in the purchase and assumption agreement with the FDIC at the time of the sale of the failed bank.  

However, the structure of shared-loss agreements changed during our sample period.  Prior to the change on March 

26, 2010 the FDIC absorbed 80 percent of the loss up to the first tranche threshold amount and 95 percent of the loss 

after that.  After the change, the first tranche threshold amount was eliminated, along with the 95/5 loss share basis 

with the FDIC absorbed only 80 percent of the loss.  It is an open question as to whether this policy change weakened 

the influence of shared-loss agreements on asset recovery rates. We include an indicator variable that takes value of 1 

if shared-loss agreement was entered into after March 26, 2010, which is the effective date for LSA policy change, 

Shared-Loss Policy Change. 

 We find that bank asset recovery rates are unaffected by the change in the loss share basis of shared-loss 

agreement (Table 5 Column 7). 

[Table 5 about here] 

 

V. Summary and Conclusion 
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This study explores the important research question of the determinants of bank asset recovery rates using a 

sample of failed banks during and following the Great Recession together with the disclosure by the FDIC of bid 

information in receivership whole-bank transactions and assets sales taking place subsequent to May 2009. 

Our key finding is that bank asset recovery is closely linked to the balance sheet choices of banks, namely, 

both the level of a bank’s investment in high risk assets and the use of fee based funding. First, funding through 

brokered deposits significantly affect bank asset recovery. Second, real estate construction and development loan 

exposure following a downturn in property values influences asset recovery rates.  However, this later relationship is 

mitigated by the inclusion of a shared-loss agreements. 

 We find that banks relying on non-core deposit funding, especially, fee-based brokered deposit, realized 

lower asset recovery rates. With the link between brokered deposits and asset recovery rates occurring through the 

incentive for banks choosing to fund loans by brokered deposits to pursued aggressive growth strategies via the 

issuance of riskier real estate loans, including, real estate construction and development loans and an increased 

presence in high risk regions, including, regions with more volatile housing prices. 

While asset recovery rates are lower for banks with higher exposure to real estate construction and 

development loans we do not find a significant relation between bank asset recovery rates and other real estate loans, 

including, 1-4 residential loans and multi-family loans. 

Finally, asset recovery rates are higher with the inclusion of a shared-loss agreement at the time of the sale 

of the failed bank. However, this result is weakened in the latter part of our sample following changes to loss share 

basis of shared-loss agreement that reduced the level of loss carried by the FDIC. 

Our findings contribute to the current bank recovery literatures in multiple folds: first, factors driving bank 

failures turn out to be important in influencing bank recovery rates; second, the determinants of the recovery rates do 

vary over our subsamples when the real estate property values recovered; third, we added new understandings to the 

current literature (McDill 2004; Schaeck 2008; Bennet and Unal 2015) with the addition of a market-value based 

recovery measure, and a more recent failed bank sample taken from the Great Depression. Last, in addition to the 

finding of Granja et. al (2017) with an emphasis of the role of acquiring banks, we find that balance sheet choices play 

an important role in bank asset recovery. 

We acknowledge that FDIC failed banks are not the same as a typical bank active in the debt capital market, 

but as we are focusing on the asset side of the balance sheet, and commercial banking business has been a major driver 
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of bank failures and a major concern of credit investors, we consider that our research will shed valuable light on the 

assessment of asset recovery rates in future bank failures.  

Finally, this study provides evidence that asset recovery is closely linked to both the bank’s choice of the 

level of investment in high risk assets and the use of fee based funding. From a policy perspective, this link argues for 

the continuous and effective monitoring of banks’ investments in risky assets and funding sources. With this level of 

monitoring the FDIC can quickly close in response to deterioration in the value of risky investments, and credit 

investors (depositors) and tax payers will not be required to absorb the loss. Similarly, higher capital requirement will 

give these investors more room if continuous monitoring is not feasible. 
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Figure I: Assets, Loans and Deposits Growth of Failed Banks from 20 Quarters Prior to Failure 
Figure I plots the growth rates for total asset, total loan and total deposits from 20 quarters prior to failure.  Variables 
are as defined in Section 3. 
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Figure II: Real Estate Loans and Non-Performing Assets of Failed Banks from 20 Quarters Prior to Failure 
Figure II plots construction and development loans, commercial real estate loans, total real estate loans, high risk 
loans and non-performing assets all over total assets, for failed banks from 20 quarters prior to failure up the failure 
quarter. Variables are as defined in Section 3.   
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Table 1:  Summary Statistics 
Table 1 provides the number of observations, mean, standard deviation, 25th percentile, median, and 75th percentile 
values of each variable. Variables are as defined in Section 3. 

Variables N Mean Standard 
Deviation 

25th 
Percentile Median 75th 

Percentile 
Recovery Rate Deal (%) 409 71.89 22.45 64.79 78.85 86.68 
Recovery Rate Dividend (%) 365 61.51 12.90 53.28 62.25 69.93 
Recovery Rate Cost (%) 409 59.77 13.60 51.03 59.92 69.49 
Total Assets ($000) 409       837,298     2,641,270        116,133     227,612          536,936  
Asset Growth (%) 405 5.56 8.68 1.21 3.22 6.50 
High Growth   409 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Equity Capital (%) 409 3.00 2.64 1.64 2.41 4.09 
High Equity   409 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Loans (%) 409 71.72 10.33 64.71 72.32 78.66 
Shared-Loss 409 0.68 0.47 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Non-Performing Assets (%) 409 21.48 12.09 13.24 19.96 26.33 
Non-Accrual Loans (%) 409 14.11 7.79 8.65 13.01 18.33 
Other Real Estate Owned (%) 409 4.36 4.47 1.27 3.15 5.85 
Past Due 90 Days (%) 409 0.58 1.02 0.00 0.06 0.64 
Income Not Collected (%) 409 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.05 
Core Deposits (%) 409 71.26 18.97 58.57 75.26 86.89 
Brokered Deposits (%) 409 10.53 12.89 0.00 5.65 15.43 
Jumbo Deposits (%) 409 15.11 13.78 3.38 11.36 23.25 
Commercial Real Estate Loans (%) 363 33.73 15.05 24.22 32.39 42.97 
Construction and Development Loans(%) 409 21.31 15.31 9.90 18.33 29.82 
Residential Loans (%) 409 24.95 18.46 11.64 22.52 31.29 
Multi-Family Loans (%) 409 4.15 5.97 0.91 2.26 5.13 
Commercial and Industrial Loans (%) 409 11.35 9.35 4.61 8.73 15.26 
Diversification 408 0.10 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Housing Exposure 408 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table 2:  Correlation Matrix 
Table 2 provides pearson correlation coefficients for all variables, together with each pairing of variables. Variables are as defined in Section 3. 

  Past Due 90 (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 
(13) Income Not Collected 0.000 1.000          
(14) Core Deposits -0.009 -0.241 1.000         
(15) Brokered Deposits 0.001 0.190 -0.740 1.000        
(16) Jumbo Deposits 0.039 0.181 -0.618 0.216 1.000       
(17) Commercial Real Estate Loans -0.073 0.181 0.157 -0.090 -0.209 1.000      
(18) Construction and Development Loans 0.020 0.218 -0.291 0.248 0.204 -0.352 1.000     
(19) Residential Loans -0.045 -0.305 0.206 -0.162 -0.061 -0.309 -0.362 1.000    
(20) Multi-Family Loans -0.005 0.010 -0.092 -0.008 0.084 -0.044 -0.081 -0.086 1.000   
(21) Commercial and Industrial Loans 0.055 0.045 -0.070 0.079 0.074 -0.139 -0.173 -0.403 -0.068 1.000  
(22) Diversification -0.071 0.030 0.023 0.010 -0.036 0.038 0.030 0.027 0.097 -0.030 1.000 
(23) Housing Exposure -0.030 -0.066 0.086 -0.096 -0.033 0.017 -0.015 0.054 0.034 -0.017 0.405 

 
Recovery Rate Deal (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

(2) Size 0.003 1.000          
(3) Shared-Loss 0.593 0.285 1.000         
(4) Asset Growth -0.120 -0.011 0.008 1.000        
(5) High Growth -0.176 0.096 -0.026 0.544 1.000       
(6) Equity Capital -0.289 0.052 -0.154 0.076 0.155 1.000      
(7) Equity Capital Dummy -0.202 0.095 -0.044 0.104 0.149 0.675 1.000     
(8) Loans -0.064 0.134 0.033 0.194 0.208 0.114 0.130 1.000    
(9) Non-Performing Assets -0.017 -0.046 0.077 0.078 0.017 -0.122 -0.081 -0.263 1.000   

(10) Non-Accrual Loans -0.049 0.120 0.072 0.226 0.143 -0.146 -0.086 0.011 0.753 1.000  
(11) Other Real Estate Owned 0.051 -0.164 0.076 -0.091 -0.084 -0.056 -0.065 -0.323 0.751 0.184 1.000 
(12) Past Due 90 Days -0.079 -0.127 -0.023 0.021 -0.044 0.033 0.083 -0.047 0.167 -0.013 0.047 
(13) Income Not Collected -0.079 0.061 0.027 0.151 0.213 0.155 0.148 0.140 0.055 0.060 0.032 
(14) Core Deposits 0.270 -0.351 -0.043 -0.133 -0.256 -0.297 -0.325 -0.107 0.151 0.009 0.242 
(15) Brokered Deposits -0.339 0.291 -0.049 0.054 0.185 0.192 0.227 0.050 -0.098 0.013 -0.184 
(16) Jumbo Deposits -0.164 0.157 0.042 0.161 0.218 0.291 0.300 0.176 -0.123 -0.079 -0.123 
(17) Commercial Real Estate Loans 0.252 0.023 0.096 0.046 0.038 -0.215 -0.092 -0.059 0.111 0.043 0.158 
(18) Construction and Development Loans -0.311 0.284 0.033 0.228 0.292 0.174 0.160 0.072 0.350 0.406 0.145 
(19) Residential Loans 0.116 -0.041 0.048 -0.209 -0.281 -0.214 -0.190 0.027 -0.193 -0.201 -0.089 
(20) Multi-Family Loans 0.095 0.169 0.089 0.070 -0.037 0.000 0.080 0.143 -0.074 0.011 -0.120 
(21) Commercial and Industrial Loans -0.067 -0.118 -0.172 0.025 0.094 0.086 0.103 -0.010 -0.156 -0.154 -0.128 
(22) Diversification -0.006 0.319 0.096 -0.044 -0.002 -0.035 -0.031 -0.013 -0.079 -0.062 -0.046 
(23) Housing Exposure -0.015 0.211 -0.004 -0.061 -0.040 -0.080 -0.064 -0.005 -0.050 -0.039 -0.031 
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Table 3:  The Determinants of Bank Asset Recovery Rates 
Table 3 presents regressions of bank asset recovery rates (Recovery Rate Deal) on both bank-level loan portfolio and 
liability structure variables, as defined in Section 3. Columns (1) and (2) shows the results for the full sample, columns 
(3) and (4)  - 2008 to 2009 sub-sample while columns (5) and (6)  - 2010 to 2012 sub-sample. All regressions include 
bank-level control variables and year fixed effects. Further, in columns (1), (3) and (5) non-performing assets is 
included as an explanatory variable, while in columns (2), (4) and (6) we include individual components of non-
performing assets: non-accrual loans, other real estate owned and loans 90 days past due. Standard errors are given in 
parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

  2008 - 2012 
 

2008 - 2009  
 

2010 - 2012 
  (1) (2)   (3) (4)   (5) (6) 
Size -0.002 -0.004  -0.002 -0.008  -0.011 -0.012 
 [0.008] [0.007]  [0.014] [0.013]  [0.008] [0.009] 
High Growth -0.015 -0.017  -0.03 -0.043  -0.012 -0.013 
 [0.016] [0.016]  [0.037] [0.038]  [0.016] [0.016] 
High Equity -0.015 -0.012  -0.047 -0.035  -0.01 -0.008 
 [0.017] [0.017]  [0.040] [0.040]  [0.017] [0.017] 
Loans -0.057 -0.058  -0.025 -0.048  -0.028 -0.013 
 [0.096] [0.101]  [0.160] [0.163]  [0.096] [0.100] 
Shared-Loss 0.265 0.268  0.423 0.433  0.181 0.182 
 [0.024]*** [0.024]**

* 
 [0.050]*** [0.050]***  [0.026]*** [0.026]*** 

Construction and Development Loans -0.242 -0.246  -0.218 -0.223  -0.169 -0.165 
 [0.084]*** [0.082]**

* 
 [0.161] [0.165]  [0.084]** [0.082]** 

Residential Loans -0.04 -0.04  -0.122 -0.112  -0.004 -0.001 
 [0.063] [0.063]  [0.118] [0.118]  [0.066] [0.067] 
Multi-Family Loans 0.067 0.063  -0.031 -0.065  0.113 0.128 
 [0.134] [0.135]  [0.225] [0.224]  [0.162] [0.167] 
Commercial and Industrial Loans -0.01 -0.008  0.003 -0.005  -0.035 -0.027 
 [0.106] [0.108]  [0.225] [0.227]  [0.106] [0.107] 
Income Not Collected 0.804 1.019  0.81 1.767  1.591 1.41 
 [11.835] [11.791]  [19.718] [20.139]  [12.418] [12.391] 
Non-Performing Assets -0.154   0.077   -0.17  

 [0.086]*   [0.180]   [0.086]**  

Non-Accrual Loans  -1.245   -0.799   -1.37 
  [0.735]*   [1.353]   [0.731]* 
Past Due 90 Days  -0.089   0.268   -0.156 
  [0.133]   [0.296]   [0.123] 
Other Real Estate Owned  -0.345   -0.333   -0.247 
  [0.197]*   [0.410]   [0.210] 
Brokered Deposits -0.32 -0.322  -0.272 -0.254  -0.211 -0.214 
 [0.075]*** [0.076]**

* 
 [0.140]* [0.137]*  [0.081]*** [0.081]*** 

Jumbo Deposits -0.002 0.004  0.011 0.028  0.005 0.007 
 [0.077] [0.078]  [0.112] [0.114]  [0.091] [0.092] 
Constant 0.531 0.545  0.531 0.545  0.808 0.801 
 [0.113]*** [0.113]**

* 
 [0.113]*** [0.113]***  [0.094]*** [0.095]*** 

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes   Yes Yes  Yes Yes 
Observations 409 409  133 122  276 276 
R-squared 0.57 0.57   0.72 0.72  0.26 0.26 
p-value for joint F tests of equality between sub-samples 
 

 0.00     
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Table 4:  Bank Location and the Determinants of Bank Asset Recovery Rates 
Table 4 presents regressions of bank asset recovery rates (Recovery Rate Deal) on (1) the inclusion of a geographical 
diversification indicator variable, Diversification,  that takes a value of 1 when a bank becomes geographically more 
diversified, as shown by bank's branch data, measured as a Herfindel index; and (2) the inclusion of a  housing price 
exposure indicator variable, Housing Exposure, that takes a value of 1 when a bank increases its presence in areas 
with more volatile housing prices, where housing price data is based on all available housing index data, and top 10 
states with most volatile housing prices are used. All regressions include bank-level control variables and year fixed 
effects. Variables are as defined in Section 3. Standard errors are given in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate 
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

 Housing Price Exposure Branch Diversification 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Size 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000  

[0.008] [0.008] [0.008] [0.008] 
High Growth -0.015 -0.014 -0.014 -0.014  

[0.016] [0.016] [0.016] [0.016] 
High Equity -0.017 -0.018 -0.016 -0.016  

[0.017] [0.017] [0.017] [0.017] 
Loans -0.063 -0.07 -0.066 -0.058  

[0.096] [0.096] [0.097] [0.098] 
Shared-Loss 0.261 0.263 0.265 0.265  

[0.024]*** [0.024]*** [0.024]*** [0.024]*** 
Construction and Development Loans -0.244 -0.25 -0.244 -0.242  

[0.083]*** [0.083]*** [0.084]*** [0.084]*** 
Residential Loans -0.039 -0.045 -0.037 -0.041  

[0.065] [0.064] [0.064] [0.064] 
Multi-Family Loans 0.063 0.054 0.079 0.082  

[0.136] [0.136] [0.135] [0.133] 
Commercial and Industrial Loans -0.006 -0.007 -0.006 -0.009  

[0.106] [0.106] [0.107] [0.107] 
Income Not Collected 1.41 2.287 1.984 3.941  

[11.889] [11.895] [11.975] [12.437] 
Non-Performing Assets -0.16 -0.158 -0.159 -0.164  

[0.086]* [0.086]* [0.087]* [0.086]* 
Brokered Deposits -0.338 -0.328 -0.329 -0.311  

[0.077]*** [0.077]*** [0.076]*** [0.078]*** 
Jumbo Deposits -0.004 -0.01 -0.011 -0.018  

[0.077] [0.076] [0.077] [0.078] 
Housing Exposure -0.072 -0.017 

  
 

[0.036]** [0.042] 
  

Housing Exposure * Brokered Deposits -0.877 
  

  
[0.328]*** 

  

Diversification 
  

-0.034 -0.011    
[0.029] [0.034] 

Diversification * Brokered Deposits  
  

-0.208     
[0.188] 

Constant 0.521 0.527 0.532 0.530 
[0.113]*** [0.113]*** [0.114]*** [0.114]*** 

Observations 408 408 408 408 
R-squared 0.57 0.58 0.57 0.57 
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Table 5: Influence of Very Small and New Banks, Scaling, Shared-Loss Agreement Policy Change, Non-
Missing 
Table 5 regressions of bank asset recovery rates (Recovery Rate Deal) for the subsamples of big (total bank asset 
greater than or equal to $300 million) and small (total bank asset less than $300 million) banks; and subsamples 
excluding (i) banks with total assets below $50 million (Very Small); (ii) banks established after 2005 (New); and (iii) 
both very small and new banks (Both) (Columns 1, 2 and 3), (iv) all variables as defined in Appendix 1 are scaled by 
accounting information reported four quarters prior to failure (Column 4), (v) inclusion of Shared-Loss Agreement 
Policy (SLA) change indicator variable that takes a value of 1 if  shared-loss agreement entered after March 26, 2010, 
which is the effective date for SLA policy change (Column 5), and (vi). All regressions include bank-level control 
variables and year fixed effects. Variables are as defined in Section 3. Standard errors are given in parentheses. *, **, 
and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

 
Big 
(1) 

Small 
(2) 

Very Small 
(3) 

New 
(4) 

Both 
(5) 

Scaling 
(6) 

Policy Change 
(7) 

Size 0.03 -0.019 -0.004 -0.002 -0.005 -0.008 -0.002  
[0.016]* [0.017] [0.008] [0.008] [0.009] [0.008] [0.008] 

High Growth -0.021 -0.022 -0.013 -0.016 -0.013 -0.02 -0.015  
[0.026] [0.021] [0.016] [0.018] [0.018] [0.016] [0.016] 

High Equity -0.03 -0.007 -0.022 -0.017 -0.027 -0.008 -0.015  
[0.027] [0.022] [0.017] [0.018] [0.019] [0.017] [0.017] 

Loans 0.079 -0.221 -0.039 -0.074 -0.058 12.373 -0.055  
[0.125] [0.112]* [0.100] [0.103] [0.108] [10.065] [0.096] 

Shared-Loss 0.308 0.258 0.265 0.273 0.273 0.233 0.264 
 [0.030]*** [0.019]*** [0.026]*** [0.027]*** [0.029]*** [0.025]*** [0.024]*** 
Shared_Loss Policy Change       -0.009 
       [0.023] 
Construction and Development Loans -0.197 -0.25 -0.275 -0.216 -0.248 -0.178 -0.244  

[0.111]* [0.110]** [0.086]*** [0.092]** [0.095]*** [0.089]** [0.084]*** 
Residential Loans -0.135 -0.114 -0.019 -0.027 -0.008 0.027 -0.04  

[0.081]* [0.087] [0.064] [0.067] [0.067] [0.067] [0.063] 
Multi-Family Loans -0.255 0.444 0.064 0.058 0.07 0.053 0.063  

[0.173] [0.163]*** [0.134] [0.161] [0.163] [0.119] [0.134] 
Commercial and Industrial Loans -0.276 0.042 -0.003 -0.014 -0.01 0.061 -0.013 
 [0.184] [0.125] [0.112] [0.120] [0.126] [0.123] [0.106] 
Income Not Collected -0.108 -0.231 5.356 2.367 6.69 -0.107 0.704  

[0.141] [0.106]** [12.015] [13.207] [13.341] [12.394] [11.865] 
Non-Performing Assets 1.919 -3.272 -0.124 -0.162 -0.131 -11.249 -0.151  

[15.907] [14.887] [0.091] [0.092]* [0.098] [9.927] [11.865] 
Brokered Deposits -0.366 -0.21 -0.351 -0.323 -0.359 -0.222 -0.319 
 [0.108]*** [0.103]** [0.077]*** [0.080]*** [0.081]*** [0.065]*** [0.075]*** 
Jumbo Deposits -0.003 -0.011 0.017 0.003 0.02 0.034 -0.008  

[0.077] [0.077] [0.080] [0.081] [0.084] [0.086] [0.079] 
Constant 0.143 -0.153 0.57 0.548 0.605 0.399 0.532  

[0.108] [0.100] [0.124]*** [0.120]*** [0.132]*** [0.136]*** [0.113]*** 
Observations 168 241 379 365 339 401 409 
R-squared 0.66 0.56 0.57 0.55 0.55 0.51 0.57 
Joint F test on small and big banks 
have same coefficients  0.01 
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